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Abstract: The economic literature uses izoutility curve to explain economic phenomena related to the process of 
maximizing total utility. Our study shows that the position of the izoutility curve is different from the classic 
position. The real position of the izoutility curve has important consequences regarding the derivation of the 
demand curve of the consumer and the supply curve for primary factors of production.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 The izoutility curves reprezents an important tool to understand the process of 
maximizing total utility under the conditions of a given budget. Our study shows that the 
position of the izoutility curve is different from the position of the izoutility curve used in the 
economic literature. This new position derived from our study has important consequences 
regarding the derivation of the demand curve of the consumer and the derivation of the supply 
curve for primary factors of production. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
 In order to derive the real position of the izoutility curve we have used three functions 
modelling the total utility. All these functions fulfill a few conditions : They start from origin, 
which means that at zero consumption the total utility is zero. They are increasing, which 
means that they verify the hipoteses of nonsaturation. Their first derivative (the marginal 
utility function) is decreasing, which verify the law of diminishing marginal utility.  
The functions of total utility and the corresponding functions of marginal utility are as 
follows : 
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We do not demonstrate here that the three functions verify the conditions mentionated 
above, thing that is easy to do. Instead we show the graphs for the total utility and marginal 
utility for each of these functions which we think is more sugestive. You can see graphs 
1,2,4,5,7 and 8. 
The way we derive izoutility curve is the following one. We chose value for the sum 
of the total utilities of both goods simbolized sUT . We start giving a value for the quantity of 
good ‘a’. This will lead for a total utility )( aa QUT  for the good ‘a’. The quantity for the good 
‘b’ will rezult from the equation )()( aasbb QUTUTQUT −= , ecuation which can be solved for 
each of the functions already mentioned. This way we can build a graph which relates 
quantities of good ’a’ with quantities of good ‘b’, graph that reprents a izoutility curve.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS 
 
Now we can conclude that the izoutility curves cut both axes and are convex.  
We mention here that for the first function of total utility we used a value for the sum 
of total utility of the two goods a value smaller than each of the maximum of the two total 
utility functions. But even in for this function we can affirm that each point on the axe (each 
of them) represents an intersection between a izoutility curve and the axe. The position of the 
izoutility curves are shown in graphs 3,6 and 9. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The real position of the izoutility curve can help us to derive the demand curve of the 
consumer goods and also the curve of the supply for the primary factors of production. We 
also can use these izoutility curves to show that larger bugets will lead not only to larger 
quantities of goods consumed, but also to a larger number of goods consumed. 
If we are to chose which of the functions of total utility and the corresponding 
marginal utlity functions are the best we chose the first one. The reason is that the second one 
leads us to a total utility infinite when the quantity goes to infinity. The third one leads us to 
the same conclusion and has another drawback. The marginal utility when the quantity tends 
to zero is also infinity. But there is no infinity in real economic world ! 
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